8) Care and cleaning
Clean only with clean water and soft cloth or
sponge. Do not remove any parts including the
visor or adjustment mechanism for any reason
including cleaning. You may damage the helmet,
parts or how they attach.
Make no modifications.
Store away from direct sunlight and heat. Do not
throw or drop. Store and treat with care. A heater
may damage or melt the helmet!

Contact with common substances may cause damage and the damage
may not be visible. Do not use the following! Destroy and replace
helmet if exposed to the following.

Fuels like petrol, gasoline etc.

Cleaning agents and solvents

Paint and hair tonics

Glue, stickers and tape

Fitting and care instructions
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1) Important information and Warranty.
No helmet can protect against all possible impacts and for maximum protection
the helmet must be fitted and attached properly to the wearer’s head in
accordance with the manufacturer’s fitting instructions. Fasten helmet securely
under the jaw.
Helmet may be seriously damaged
from receiving an impact to the point
that it is no longer adequate to protect
the head against further impacts and
that damage may not be visible to the
user. A helmet that has sustained an
impact or severe blow, must be
destroyed and replaced

Not for on road use
Keep in good order and replace after a maximum 5 years
This helmet comes with a 12 month warranty for most materials and
workmanship to the maximum value of replacing with a new one or refund the
purchase price. It has a life expectancy of 1 to 2 years if used daily. If you find a
flaw, wear or damage, do not use. Contact by email immediately if you think it is
a warranty claim or destroy and replace. Warranty excludes damage during use
of any kind, abuse, lack of reasonable care and removal of parts (even if they are
replaced). For instance a part breaking off or damage is not a warranty claim.
Contact by email for a free copy of our Warranty and Return Policy.

2) Comfort lining

5) Chin strap adjustment

The comfort lining is attached with Velcro. It is fixed like this to enable ease of
replacement and is NOT “removable” for cleaning or fit size. Please do not
remove the comfort lining for any other reason than replacing it as this will
wear out the ability of the Velcro to attach to it. The comfort lining is
considered a consumable and can be replaced more than once.

3) Size adjustment.

Fasten helmet securely under the jaw using the chin strap. Adjust the slides so
they join under the ear. Adjust the length of the chin strap by pushing the strap
through the male buckle end to form a loop then pull one end to tighten or
loosen. Adjust so there is no slack in the strap and it fits snugly without causing
discomfort. If you yawn, you should feel the chin straps pull the helmet down on
the top your head more. Secure the loose ends in the loops provided.

6) Positioning
Place the helmet on your head in the correct position (see 6) and turn the dial
on the adjustment mechanism so the helmet fits snugly or comfortably firm.
The helmet must not be able to freely move backwards and forwards on the
head. If the helmet size does not match your head size or there is insufficient
adjustment for it to properly and comfortably fit your head, do not use and
select a helmet size that properly fits your head.

4) Buckle

Position the helmet so it is even and level. Two finger widths should be between
the top of the eye and the helmet. Avoid the helmet been pushed back over your
head or low over your eyes.

7) Recheck
To fasten the chin strap, push the plastic buckle ends together. To release,
press the sides together and pull apart. Note both buckle parts may be the
same colour.

Go through the previos steps to ensuer the helmet is fitted properly. This prosess
must be done each time you put on the helmet. In most cases little or no furthur
adjustment will be required once you have your helmet fitting properly. It is for
the reason that the helmet fits you properly now, we suggest that you do not
loan your helmet to other users ecxept if there is no alternative.

